Useful to know before you book your reservation:
1. TerreFerme is a season-bound camping. A stay of more than 4 weeks in one period is not possible.
During the summer(1/7-31/8) the hiring out periods run from saterday till saterday. With exception of the
summer, the summercottage is available for shorter periods as well.
2. Campers and caravan with double rear axles are not allowed on the campplaces. There is a special (hardened)
place for campers.
3. Cars: After setting up your encampment cars are to be parked in the specially hardened parking places.
4. Place- reservation for a short stay: The minimum reservation period is three nights. We always leave some
pitches available for short stays, but you can’t reserve those.
5. When you know the lay-out of the camping, you can give your preference for a specific place.
For disabled persons: please inform us about the fact that you are handicapped, in order to give us the
opportunity to take this into consideration when allocating your place.
6. On the camping site dogs are to be kept on the leash. When a (sheep)meadow is free (empty), you can let
your dog run free in this meadow.
7. Meals: On saturdays in July and August you can sit down to the BBQ. The other days , after reservation, we
provide for a “table d' hôtes.” (menu of the day): entrée, main course, cheese and dessert.
Tariffs 2012: barbecue adult 12 Euro p.p., children 9 Euro p.p.
Table d’hôtes adult 18 Euro p.p., children 14 Euro p.p.
It´s up to you to decide if the reduced tariff is applicable to your children.
You are kindly requested to inform us on forehand about restrictions in food or diets
Beverages with the meals should be purchased at our shop/cave.
8. Good to know: Way-out nr 10 of speedway A39 (our wayout) is unmanned. The only way to leave the
speedway at this way-out is by paying with card. At the camping you can pay cash only or by remitting in
advance.

Reservation:
9. When you fill up the form and send it to us, we'll send you a confirmation by mail. When your wishes cann't be
fulfilled, we inform you as soon as possible. We shall, in consultation with you try to find an acceptable
alternative solution. If you have not received our confirmation after a couple of days, you can suppose that
your request did not reach TerreFerme. In that case, we kindly request you to send your reservation once
more or contact us in an alternative way.
10. You like to be certain, so do we..... When we book your reservation, we ask a pre-payment of about 25% of the
total amount. You will receive a bill for this pre-payment.
11. In case of cancellation the pre-payment will not be restituted. We recommend you to effect an insurance
against it. In special cases (to be judged by TerreFerme) we may decide in consult with you to offer you a stay
in an alternative period.

